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The club magazine of IPMS (NSW) which was published under the previous
name of 'News and Views' for many years when I was previously involved as
Editor, has gone through some rough times of late. As I had been responsible
for the Editorship for 12 years (some of those as 'officially' Assistant Editor
with Mark Newton), I looked for someone else to have a turn of carrying the
burden at the end at 1995.
Since then we have had two different editors/ editorial teams but both have
found that there is a lot more to editing a publication than they had thought. Although the people involved were obviously very capable (Brett Green for instance is now well known as the Editor of the online site 'Hyperscale') they still
only managed to produce 8 issues instead of the 20 expected in 5 years. As a
number of people wanted to see a resurrection of the fortunes of the club's
publication (now known as 'IN miniature') I have agreed to take up the reins
again.
Obviously the intention is to regain the status that the publication used to hold
as one of the most respected productions world wide. For various reasons
some changes will take place in the way the magazine is produced. Enormous
increases in printing costs (running at several times the rate of inflation) and a
decline in the club membership numbers now make it impossible to distribute
a printed magazine as we used to.
In 1989/1990 'News and Views' was probably the first Modeling/ Aviation
magazine in the world (Professional or Amateur) to be fully produced on computer including ALL artwork. Now I have decided to take the next step of electronic distribution (initially on CD) as production can be done in house at a
fraction of the cost of printing. It also has the side advantage that we can do it
in colour (don't even ask the cost of colour printing !!) and 90% plus of club
members have some sort of access to a computer these days (including access at work etc). Arrangements will be made for printing a small number of
issues for those with no computer access. It also enables direct hyperlinks to
online resources which are quite large these days to be built directly into the
CD.
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Front Cover:
A very nice shot illustrating
the later style of large
Sharkmouth used by 457
Sqn on their Spitfire HF.Mk.
VIII aircraft. See the articles
re 457 Sqn in this issue for
more info.
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ASW (Anti-Submarine Warfare) helicopter
broadly based on the Ka-25 (Prototype was originally designated Ka-252) for Soviet Navy with
redesigned broader chord rotor blades, strengthened transmissions and u/c, two tail fins and two
2170shp TV3-117KM turboshafts, increased fuel
and 12500kg TOGW.
The Ka-27 is intended for detection of submarines, tracking them and their destruction in underwater position on depths up to 500 m and
speeds up to 75 kms / h. It has been developed in
the following variants:

• Ka-27PL

Helix-A- Ka-27 for anti-submarine
missions with extended cockpit with additional
windows, enlarged belly weapons bay for four
torpedoes and upgraded electronics suite
(1973).

• Ka-28 Helix A- Ka-27PL for export customers
with 2170shp TV3-117BK turboshafts (1982).

• Ka-29 Helix B- Naval assault transport variant
of Ka-27 with wider cockpit section, 16-troop
cabin, modified chin radar, external weapons
pylons with four hardpoints (1976).

• Ka-27PS Helix D- ASR version of Ka-27 without weapons bay, has rescue winch, external
fuel tanks, searchlight and other rescue equipment (1975).

• Ka-31- Radar post version of Ka-29 with extending belly-mounted radar antenna (1986).

• Ka-32 Helix C- Civil use (many sub variants)
(1980)
Successful operation of helicopters Ka-25 had
shown their important role in ASW system defenses of the fighting ships, however their opportunities were limited by insufficient carrying capacity. Therefore in 1969, the Kamov OKB under the direction of main designer N.I.Kamov
started development of a new, heavier load carrying helicopter with expanded functionalities. Using experience of development of helicopter Ka25, OKB has kept for the new helicopter the
same configuration in view of long-term operating experience.
The first prototype helicopter which had received
originally designation Ka-252, made its maiden
flight December, 24 1973, already after N.I.
Kamova's death on November, 24 1973. Development of the helicopter proceeded under the
direction of main designer S.V.Miheev. The
batch production was begun in 1977 at a helicopter factory in Kumertau . After passing experimental tests and acceptance for arms of the Navy
the new helicopter received the designation Ka27.

In 1981 Ka-27 helicopters were deployed on Destroyers and Rocket Cruisers, on ASW Carriers
"Kiev", "Minsk", "Novorossisk" and "Baku", and
then on the Carrier " Admiral of Fleet Kutznesov
". Helicopters were supplied also to the Navies of
India, Syria, Vietnam and Yugoslavia under the
designation Ka-28. Multi-purpose helicopter Ka27 became the base for development of some updatings and family of new helicopters, among
which Ka-27PS - the basic ship ASR helicopter
of Russia, entered service in 1982. The crew consists from three persons: the pilot, the navigator coordinator and the ASW systems operator. Ka27 helicopters usually operate with pairs: one
locates a submarine, the other attacks, providing
ASW defense of an area of about 2000 Sq Km.
Ka-27 helicopters surpass the Ka-25 in fighting
efficiency in 3-5 times.
The Ka-27 is equipped with a main rotor of coaxial form. The design and aerodynamics of the
helicopter is chosen in view of the minimum
sizes of a ship hangar. The original design of the
chassis allows the machine to carry out takeoff
and landing from the shaking deck of a ship. The
helicopter has two turboshaft TV3-117KM engines, capacity 2200 h.p. each.
The onboard complex of the search equipment
"Octopus" includes: a radar station, which it is
located in the front parts of the fuselage
(provides the decision of navigating problems,
detection of submarines in surface position and
radio beacons - respondents); A lowered hydroacoustic station placed in a back part of the
fuselage provides detection and definition of coordinates of a submarine; a targeting computer;
radioacoustic set and the equipment for listening
of its signal and a Hydroacoustic and Magnetic.

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the
pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when the meeting is held on the 3rd
Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

Besides markers, sonabouy and radio engineering beacons - respondents can be established.
The Piloting-navigating complex has a high level
of automation and allows to solve fighting problems in simple and non complex ways, at any
time of day and year, at up to seaforce 5 , at a
distance from the point of start of up to 200 kms.
For the destruction of submarines, ÀÏÐ-23 rockets, Depth Charges and Aerial Bombs in weight
of 50 and 250 kg can be carried along with AntiSubmarine torpedoes ÀÒ-1ÌÂ.

Technical Specs Ka-27
Year of creation 1973
Crew 3 men
Speed maximum 290 kms / ch
Speed cruise 250 kms / ch
Static ceiling 2200 m
Dynamic ceiling 4000 m
Range (nominal) 800 kms
Range of action 200 kms
Maximum take-off weight 11000 kg
The maximum fighting loading 5000 kg
Diameter of Airscrew (Blades) 15,9 m
Overall Length 12,25 m
Overall Width 3,8 m
Overall Height 5,4 m
Engines L<3-117DF
Capacity of engines 2*2200 h.p
This Article will mainly concentrate on the Ka27/28 ASW/R and the Ka-29 Transport/ Assault
versions as they are the most common in real life
and in kit form.

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions,
workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages
and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or
write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Ka-27 Yellow 21

Ka-27 Black 05, tied down

Ka-27 Yellow 33

Ka-27 Red 99

One for the Diorama nuts

Ka-27PS cockpit
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Ka-27 hovering over the deck

Ka-27PS Red 21
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Ka-27PS Red 57

Ka-27PS Yellow 17. I like the Wolf!!

Both photos: Indian Navy Ka-28s

Ka-29 Red 19

Ka-29TB Yellow 20

Both photos: Ka-29TB Red 23
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Kamov Ka-29TB on display at MAKS Aeroshow 1999

In 1973 in response to a Navy requirement the
OKB started the design and construction of a
transport/attack derivative of the Ka-27 - the Ka29 shipboard helicopter. Deputy Chief Designer
S.N.Fomin was entrusted with heading the design effort. Leading designer G.M.Danilochkin
became his assistant, while B.V.Barshevsky was
appointed leading engineer of the test program.
The prototype made its first flight on July 28,
1976 with test pilot Ye.I.Laryushin at the controls. The Ka-29 enhanced the mobility and effectiveness of amphibious landing operations,
deploying both on ships and at coastal bases. The
helicopter featured an effective navigation, targeting and communication suite. Its armament in
the Ka-29TB assault version comprised anti-tank
guided missiles, gun pods, unguided rockets,
free-fall bombs and submunitions dispensers.
The transport version could accomodate 16 fullyarmed troops or carry outsize loads weighing up
to 4000kg on a sling and was armed with a rapidfiring 7.62-mm machine-gun. The State acceptance trials were completed in May 1979 and
production began in 1984.
In the world helicopter design practice there is
no direct equivalent to the Ka-29. The Co-axial
helicopter's ease of piloting, coupled with the low
vibration level, lessen targeting errors and the
initial dispersal of ammunition, which considerably improves firing accuracy. This has been substantiated by comparing the test results of the
single-rotor Mi-24 and the Co-axial Ka-29
equipped with the same models of sights, fixed
gun armament and unguided rockets. Weapon
accuracy on the Ka-29 proved to be approximately twice as high. In 1987 G.M.Danilochkin
was awarded the State Prize for his role in the
development of the Ka-29's weapons system.
G.Kuznetsov "OKB Kamov - 50 years", 1999
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The KA-29 differs from the basic KA-27 family
from which it was derived by the addition of
much protective armour for use in the machines
assault role. This results in a widened nose and
cabin area. Obviously all the Anti-Submarine
equipment is also removed. A 7.62mm calibre
Gattling type Machine Gun is carried behind a
panel on the left hand side of the nose. The KA29 can transport 16 soldiers or 4 stretcher and 6
sitting patients in the Medevac role. It can also
carry 2000 kg of cargo in the cabin or 4000 kg
on a suspension bracket.
On the KA-29TB Assault variant, a fixed 30mm
cannon can be carried on the port side along with
rocket pods and probably also guided missiles on
stub wings. The truly ambitious could also show
the rotor blades folded as per 'Red 77' below. The

most common variant of the Ka-29 seems to be
the original transport without all the heavy
weapon load judging by the available photos.
The Ka-29TB assault variant has only been photographed mostly at places like the MAKS airshows and is probably not in widescale service. If
you are using the Zvezda/ Italeri kit, leave the
extra fixed armament off if making a Transport
Ka-29.

Kamov Ka-29TB ‘Red 77’ with everything folded for stowage

*1612#)'5

Kamov Ka-29TB Cockpit

The 7.62mm calibre Gattling Machine
Gun which is mounted behind a panel on
the portside of the nose

Kamov Ka-29TB General Arrangement Drawing
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Closeup of the 30 mm cannon carried
mounted on the port side of the aiframe
of the Ka-29TB assault version.

Ka-29TB ‘Yellow 21’

Ka-29TB ‘Black 209’ the a/c on the Zvezda decals
8
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Models of different variants in the Ka-27 family
are made by the Russian Firms Zvezda and AModel in 1/72 scale as listed below. Italeri rebox
the Ka-29 model as part of their reciprocal arrangement with the Zvezda firm. To my knowledge there are no kits in 1/48 scale which is a
shame as it would be perfectly feasible as these
machines are not much larger than a Huey.

• http://www.yumodel.

ZVEZDA

rakshak.com/NAVY/Ka28.html

Zvezda make the Ka-27 (kit zvd7214) and the
Ka-29 Assault version (kit zvd7221-also reboxed
by Italeri as kit no 076). The following review
applies to the Italeri Ka-29 boxing that I have.
The kit is moulded in Light Grey plastic with
well done surface detail - masses of it complete
with rivets (now I know where the Airfix riveter
defected to). Actually the rivets are accurate as
these things are not built with an eye to aerodynamic efficiency (The Kamov factory must build
tractors as a sideline looking at the way this thing
is constructed) so don't remove them.

Cockpit detail is fairly rudimentary (the photo
on the detail page may help here) and the transparencies are fairly thick and not crystal clear.
You are probably stuck with polishing them up
as I don't know of any available replacements. In
contrast the detail on all the airframe and external detail parts is very well done and comprehensive.
The Italeri decals do not match the (original
Zvezda) boxart. They are for the same machine
but Italeri have for some reason changed the '209'
code from Black to White on their decals. As the
only photo I have found of this machine
(attached) shows them as Black, I suspect that
Italeri have messed up somehow.

LINKS & REFERENCES
c
o
.
y
u
/
yugoslav_air_force/ka27.
htm

• h t t p :/ / www. b h a ra t • http://avia.russian.ee/
vertigo/kamov.html Info on the various variants
Cockpit detail is very rudimentary (it is similar
to the Ka-27PS as per the photo on the detail
page) and the transparencies are very thick and
semi opaque. You are stuck with polishing them
up as I don't know of any available replacements.
In contrast the detail on all the airframe and external detail parts is all there and comprehensive,
it is just going to take a lot of cleaning up. Although it can be made
up into a nice model as
per the attached photo,
you may be better off
considering modifying a
Zvezda Ka-27 model
into this version as they
are basically similar.
The decals are for the
Indian machine coded
582 on the photopage
and the Yugoslav
No.402 for which there
are photos on a couple
of the pages listed under
Links.

• http://www.airwar.ru/photo/ka-1.html - Collection of Kamov photos

• http://www.kamov.ru - Kamov company site
• http://www.maketorama.co.yu/gallery/ka-28.
htm - Very good walkaround of Yugoslav KA28 '401'

• http://hep2.physics.arizona.edu/~savin/ram/ka29.html - Also see other linked pages

• http://www.aeronautics.ru/archive/vvs

- Info

on Various Kamov variants

• http://www.lindenhillimports.com/ka-28.htm
• http://www.aeronautics.ru/kamov - Another
collection of Kamov photos

• http://avia.russian.ee/vertigo/ka-32st-r.html
• Aviachia Magazine No.3 - Comprehensive article on the KA-27.

• M-Hobby Magazine

No.3/ 2001 - Article on

the KA-29.

Below:
A-Model Ka-28
kit in the markings of a/c ‘402‘
that come in the
box..

A-MODEL
A-Model make the Ka-28 (kit 7237) and the Ka31 AEW version (kit 7245). The following review applies to the Ka-28 boxing that I have. The
kit is moulded in Light Grey plastic with fairly
soft surface detail and no sign of any rivets. The
moulds are spoiled by having very heavy moulding gates and lots of flash everywhere. This kit is
going to take a lot of cleaning up which is disappointing as it is a fairly recent release going by
the kit number. Other A-model kits that I have
seen including the Yak-1 kit reviewed elsewhere
in this issue have been much better mouldings
than this one.
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ever a study of the photos
presented here convinces
me that these aircraft are in
the Standard Fighter Command colours of Dark
Green / Ocean Grey / Medium Sea Grey.
While Dark Earth could
look reasonably light on
some film types once it has
faded, a study of the heading photo shows that the
lighter colour is clearly not
the same as the Faded
Dark Earth on the Hurricane in the background (by
the way an interesting
question is who is using
that Hurricane as a hack
machine, could it be one
retained by 451 Sqn ?).
Also the lighter colour on
these machines looks fairly
fresh and not worn.

Probably one of the least known aspects of
RAAF history is the fact that 451 Sqn operated a
small number of MkVIII Spitfires in 1944. I have
never seen these machines illustrated anywhere
else and even 'Fighter Squadrons of the RAF'
regarded as the bible on such matters failed to
mention them, even going so far as listing the
representative serials under the Mk.IX entry.

BQ-K MT952 clearly has
the usual Med Red spinner
(with White backplate).
Although BQ-X and BQ-D
in the heading photo may
at first glance appear to
have spinners of a lighter
colour, compare the spinners with the colour of the
Red in the wing roundels.
Also BQ-X appears in the
background of the 3rd
photo of BQ-K with a
clearly Red spinner so my
interpretation is that both
BQ-X and BQ-D use Red
spinners. All machines
have standard Black serials
and White Code Letters.
Roundels are standard for
the time period involved.

Porsche, BMW: Driving
us round the Benz
In August 1944 451 Sqn participated in the invasion of Southern France. While based at Cuers,
the unit began to receive some Mk.VIII Spitfires
to supplement their existing Mk.IXs. Like many
Sqns in the Mediterranean at the time, 451 did
not receive a full complement of Mk.VIIIs but
operated them in conjunction with Mk.IXs as a
mixed unit. When the invasion made extremely
rapid headway to linking up with the forces from
Normandy it was decided that the number of
Fighter Sqns in S.France could be reduced by
disbanding some and redistributing resources
elsewhere. Both 238 and 451 Sqns at Cuers were
affected by this decision.

Although 238 Sqn (and others) was disbanded to
reform in name only in the UK as a Transport
Sqn, 451 Sqn was saved by the intervention of
RAAF Headquarters who basically invoked certain clauses in the Empire Training Scheme
which called for a certain number of units to be
formed as Australian units. The compromised
outcome was that the Pilots and Officers were
transferred to the UK in Oct 1944 to continue
under the banner of 451 Sqn operating Mk.XVI
Spitfires. The Ground Crew were redistributed
amongst other units in the Med area.

Due to copyright restrictions I have not included
the photos of BQ-C that
are on the Australian War
Memorial (AWM) site.
They can be viewed and
downloaded by going to the AWM Database
'http://www.awm.gov.au/database/photo.asp' and
inputting the reference numbers P0712/54/51,
P0712/54/52 and P0712/54/53. On these photos
the uppersurface colours definitely look like
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey and this machine even
appears to retain a Sky spinner.
When modeling these aircraft other points to
note are that they would have 4 hole wheel hubs
(pretty much standard on Mk.VIIIs) and the 50
gallon cylindrical drop tank would make a

MT671, MT687 BQ-C, MT711, MT764, MT801,
MT802, MT928, MT936, MT952 BQ-K .

The photos of BQ-K are courtesy of Harry Evans
(ex 451 Sqn Fitter IIE). The heading photo of
BQ-X and BQ-D is courtesy of Peter Malone via
Kel Perks.
The AWM photos were donated to that organisation by an ex 451 Sqn member Harold Johnson.
Thanks to all the above for use of their material.

Normally one would expect that Spitfire MkVIIIs
based in the Mediterranean would be in either the
Desert scheme of Dark Earth/ Midstone/ Azure
Blue or the Temperate scheme that was later
used of Dark Green/ Dark Earth/ Sky Blue. How-

10
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change from the usual slipper variety.
Known serials of 451 Sqn Mk.VIIIs are as follows.
Most code tie-ups are not known but two of them
are BQ-X and BQ-D :
MD349, MT546, MT553, MT667, MT668,

All Text and artwork by:
Steve Mackenzie

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 451 Sqn RAAF, BQ-C, MT687, Gragnano, Italy, Oct 1944
Note the Kookaburra emblem (shown separately) on the nose in various shades of Brown sitting on a twig. 451 Sqn was transferred to Gragnano for disbandment. Photos probably show the
a/c being prepared for transfer to another unit.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 451 Sqn RAAF, BQ-D, MT952, Cuers Sep1944.
previously included (this dates it to between the
27th and 30th April 1942). Secondly the aircraft
is overall Black (R.D.M.2) not Dark Green/
Ocean Grey uppersurfaces which was introduced
on some intruders later.

+)*6'#2'4
Over the years many of the well known marking
schemes for individual aircraft have proven to be
no more than illustrator's. This comes about when
someone creates a nice looking scheme based on
flimsy evidence and a lack of hard knowledge of
aircraft markings. Everyone else then dutifully
copies it even though no-one can produce any
photographic evidence. Within a couple of years
there is 3 decal sheets for the scheme (still without
evidence of its existence) and the scheme has
gone down as 'FACT' in the minds of 99% of the
modeling public.
One scheme that worried me for years was Kuttelwascher's Hurricane NFIIc JX-E BE581. The
scheme originally appeared (I think) in RAF Flying Review in the early 60s. It was then in the appropriate Aircraft Profile and from there copied
by everyone else. Knowing that these 2 sources
have become notorious for spurious schemes over
the years, I was rather concerned by the fact that
no photo ever appeared as evidence. I became
even more certain that it was guesswork when I saw that the 'Night
Reaper' nose markings were described on one of Kuttelwascher's
combat reports. Obviously the original artist extrapolated from the combat report without having supporting
photographic evidence.
Finally 18 months ago the attached
photo of Kuttelwascher on the wingroot of BE581 appeared on a Czech
site on the internet. This immediately
contradicted the previous drawings in
several aspects. First they are 6 victory markings under the cockpit not

From the date of April 1942, we can assume that
the roundels are the earlier type with large Yellow
and White areas (the modified ones with narrow
Yellow and White rings were not introduced till
the end of May 1942). I have also not included the
rear fuselage band which was not used on Intruders. The rest of the scheme follows 1 Sqn
marking practice which appears on photos of at
least 4 other machines that I have (Medium
Sea Grey codes, Red Spinner and serials, individual a/c letter under nose and pilots badge on port
side of nose).

Black). Their drawn of it being to starboard only
is highly suspect. Later I found a photo of a contemporary WWII painting of JX-E in the book
'Night Hawk' by Roger Darlington (William Kimber) P.193 which agrees with my drawing on all
accounts except their is no badge on the nose.
Your choice.
Steve Mackenzie

The exact details of the badge is still conjecture as
there is no photo of it. I have drawn the same as
the Profile but on the portside. (Colours are Red
Banner with Black ‘Night Reaper’. The staff has a
White handle with Yellow blade. All outlines are

Hurricane NFIIc, 1 Sqn, JX-E, BE581, Tangmere, 27 April 1942
Special Night (R.D.M.2) i.e Matt Black overall. Code letters in Medium Sea Grey. Red Spinner and Serials.
'E' carried under the nose and 6 swastikas are in White. I have shown the badge on the nose, your choice.
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The later machines in the A58-600 to 750 range
were all camouflaged in Dark Green & Ocean
Grey uppers with Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces on arrival. These colours were retained as it
was very suitable for the overwater operations
that the unit was flying in 1945. Code letters were
applied in White on this scheme and Spinners
were initially Red later being repainted White.
None of these a/c are known to have carried
personal names or artwork, the title 'Grey Nurse'
being carried instead in White on both sides of
the fuel tank cover forward of the cockpit.

457 Sqn started receiving Mk.VIII Spitfires to
replace the Mk.Vs that they had previously operated at the end of July 1944 while based at Sattler
in the N.T. These initial aircraft were in the A58300 to 550 range and were mostly the
LFMk.VIII model (there were a few FMk.VIII
machines also in that serial range). Keep in
mind that the 'LF' suffix only refers to the altitude
rating of the engine fitted. It does NOT indicate
that the aircraft had clipped wingtips.
In December 1944 457 started exchanging this
initial batch of aircraft for later machines from
the A58-600 to 750 range, which were all of the
HFMk.VIII type (the highest serial actually issued
during the war was A58-672). 457 Sqn was fairly
much the sole user of this version as only a few
odd aircraft in this batch was issued to the other
RAAF Sqns. Once again please note that the suffix does not indicate that extended wingtips
were fitted.
In January 1945 457 Sqn transferred north to
Morotai as part of No 80 Wing RAAF (the Wing's
Commander was Gp.Capt Clive Caldwell with W/
C Bobby Gibbes filling the position of Wing
Leader Flying). The Sqn was based on Morotai
till the end of WWII. The pilots transferred their
aircraft back to Australia in Oct 1945 with the
unit being officially disbanded on Morotai in Nov
1945 (by that time all that remained in the Islands
were of course the ground elements). The last
commander of the unit post the end of the war
being S/Ldr Don Maclean.

The initial batch of aircraft received from July
1944 in the A58-300 to 550 serial range were
mostly camouflaged in the Temperate Scheme. If
the machine was received already painted in this
scheme they were left in the original RAF
colours of Dark Green & Dark Earth uppers with

12
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Sky or Medium Sea Grey undersurfaces. If
repainting was necessary (e.g the machine was
received in Desert Scheme) Foliage Green was
substituted for Dark Green, RAAF Earth Brown
for Dark Earth and RAAF Sky Blue if necessary
for the undersurfaces. It should be emphasised
that repainting was minimalised unless the
paintwork was in poor condition and aircraft were
rarely fully repainted until they went thru major
overall. This scheme had very little contrast between the Green/ Brown colours as illustrated by
the photo of ZP-G A58-366.
There are surprisingly few full shots of these
early machines available. Several are illustrated
on these pages and I have included several photopages of a batch of photos that were dated
28/10/1944 which shows
pilots and ground crews
with their aircraft (an example is 'Run Tojo Run' to
right) . Unfortunately very
little
more
is
known about most of the
aircraft on the photopages.
If anyone has further info
on them, please contact
the editor so they can be
presented in a future issue.
These machines normally
had Codes in Sky Blue
and Medium Sea Grey
serials. Spinners were Red
and most had 32" fuselage
roundels with a 12" White
centre. A couple of machines such as ZP-G illustrated and Fred Inger's ZPY appear to have the earlier type with the White
being 60% of the total
roundel (and note a couple
of machines on the photopages with roundels that
appear to have been originally much smaller before
repainting).

In December 1944 shortly after these machines
were received, 457 started applying the 'Grey
Nurse' titles along with a sharkmouth marking
that it was associated with. These initial mouths
were relatively small but highly colourful with
their Red centres (see the photo of the machine
being refueled). Later up in Morotai in 1945 a
much larger Sharkmouth replaced the initial small
ones being mostly in Black (note the
different position of the 'eye'). The 80 Wing 'Ace
of Spades' marking was also applied to the rudders in Dec 1944 but tended to disappear on the
later machines. Some machines also carried a rear
fuselage band in White (as per ZP-M to right) and
White wing leading edge stripes and sometimes
White cannon barrels were carried.

On the heading photo of the 2 guys in fancy life
vests, notice how the backplate is not White as
they are always illustrated but appears to be either
plain anodized metal or painted in a Light Grey
primer finish. Also note the fillets that blank off
the area between the back of the prop blades and
the spinner backplate. Never seen these on anyone's model and definitely worth doing in 1/48th
scale.

All 4 photos are of the later A58-600 – 750 series machines with Dark
Green/ Ocean Grey uppersurfaces and Medium Sea Grey lowersurfaces.
The aircraft being refueled has the earlier small Sharkmouth while the others have the later larger type.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 457 Sqn RAAF, ZP-Q, A58-514, Sattler, Oct 1944
Standard Temperate scheme. Flown by F/Lt Alf Glendinning. It is a co-incidence that 'A58-614' above is also ZP-Q.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 457 Sqn RAAF, ZP-H, A58-465, Sattler, Oct 1944
There is always an exception. This machine is often claimed to be in Desert colours but I do not agree as the tones of
the lighter and darker colours are reversed from that expected for Dark Earth/ Midstone. It appears to me to be a machine received in the standard Dark Green/ Ocean Grey scheme. Note on one of the photopages there is one
aircraft also in this scheme which may be the same one.
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Fred Inger is an interesting example of the RAAF
pilots in WWII. Initially he served with 3 Sqn
RAAF in the North African operations as a member of the Ground Crew. Returning to Australia in
the late 1941, early 1942 period, he underwent
the pilot training program and was posted to 457
Sqn in 1944. He stayed in the RAAF
postwar eventually reaching Command rank.
I have concentrated on Fred's aircraft as they are
a case where I have info on all his machines
throughout the Spitfire Mk.VIII era and as such
they illustrate well the developement of 457's
markings. Also while 2 of these machines are
fairly well known, they have always been identified to the wrong pilots before. The photos to
right show Fred with his G/Crew with A58-419
'Blondie'

The first machine that Fred regularly flew from
info in the Sqn Operational Record Book (ORB)
was A58-419 ZP-Y 'Blondie'. This was incorrectly identified in a caption to the flypast shot in
one of the Pentland books as A58-418. This is
incorrect as 418 did not serve with 457 Sqn. The
crew shots reveal that the machine carried the
'Blondie' artwork forward of the cockpit as
drawn. Also a good example of the low contrast
Dark Green/ Dark Earth uppersurface scheme.
Fred's second machine was A58-615 ZP-Y. As
explained in the page on 457 Schemes the 600
series machines were camouflaged in the Dark
Green/ Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea Grey scheme
used by Fighter Command at this time on their
arrival from the UK. 457 added their markings of

14
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a Sharkmouth (small at this stage) and 'Grey
Nurse' titles to these machines plus Red Spinners.
White leading edge I.D stripes and 80 Wing 'Ace
of Spades' motif on the rudder completed the
markings. A58-615 is a typical example (note that
in keeping with usual 457
marking standards on
these machines that the
'Blondie' artwork is
no longer carried). This
aircraft has been previously attributed to F/Lt
Ward but I believe that is
in error as it was definitely
Fred's machine. The 3rd &
4th photos to right plus
the heading shot show this
aircraft. The flying shot
shows clearly the size of
the upperwing roundels.

Fred's third machine was
A58-672 ZP-Y. This is the
machine that appears in
the well known series of
publicity shots that were
taken near the end of the
war while being flown by
W/Cdr Cooper-Slipper. A
large number of photos of
it from every conceivable
angle appear in numerous
books on the RAAF and/
or Spitfires. However the
aircraft was Fred's machine not Cooper-Slipper's
as all the photo captions
would have you believe.
Once again A58-672 is
camouflaged in Dark
Green & Ocean Grey up-

pers with Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces.
These colours are combined with the later much
larger version of the Sharkmouth and a White
tailband. Code letters were again applied in White
on this scheme and the Spinner was initially Red

A58-419 in a low level beatup. Camouflage is the Low contrast Dark
Green/ Dark Earth scheme with probably Sky Blue undersurfaces.
as shown in the taxying shot on Page 16 , later
being repainted White. No personal 'Blondie' artwork, but the 'Grey Nurse' title is carried instead
in White on both sides of the fuel tank cover forward of the cockpit. The 80 Wing motif has also

'Blondie' -colours believed to be
Blue shorts, Yellow top and name,
Blonde hair all on a Black patch
on camo background.

Nice shot of Fred’s second machine A58-615 in Dark Green/ Ocean Grey
with Medium sea Grey lowersurfaces. Red/White Spinner & White codes.

disappeared from the rudder.
In the photos of A58-672 on the next page notice
that the uppersurface roundels are only 32" on
this machine with clear evidence of the original
RAF 56" 'B' type roundels being painted out. The

upperwing camouflage is also very worn in
places. If it had not been for the arrival of the end
of the war, this machine would have probably
been sent for an overhaul before too much
longer.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 457 Sqn RAAF, ZP-Y, A58-419, Sattler, Oct 1944
Fred's first machine painted in Dark Green/ Dark Earth/ Sky Blue Camo. Red Spinner, Sky Blue codes, Medium
Sea Grey serials. 'Blondie' colors believed to be Blue shorts, Yellow top and name, Blonde hair all on a Black
patch.

80 Wing insignia in Black/ White

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 457 Sqn RAAF, ZP-Y, A58-615, Sattler, Dec 1944
Painted Dark Green/ Ocean Grey with Medium Sea Grey lowersurfaces. Red Spinner with White Backplate, White
Codes, Medium Sea Grey serials. ‘Grey Nurse’ in White with 80 wing insignia B/W. Sharkmouth is red with Black
gums and white teeth with some lighter Red on their trailing edges as on photo to left.

Fred by the nose of A58-615

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 457 Sqn RAAF, ZP-Y, A58-672, Morotai, Aug 1945.
Fred's last machine. Similar colours to 615 but with White Spinner with anodized metal backplate and White tail
band. Large Sharkmouth is now mostly Black with White teeth and Red gums. Note different position of the eye.
‘Grey Nurse’ in White on camouflage
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Fred Inger taxying A58-672. At this stage Spinner was Red.

This in flight shot shows the uppersurfaces of A58-615. Note that it is out of
sequence as I could not get it to fit anywhere else on this layout.

Photo showing the underside of A58-672.

2 shots in flight showing the uppersurfaces of 672. White Spinner now.

Several of the Fred Inger shots came via his nephew John who was a friend of former IPMS member Tim Prosser who is now in W.A.
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Pilot F/Lt J.T.Bell & LAC R.Richards.

Left: Pilot J.L.Roberts & LACs J.Roberts and R.Richards

Pilot F/Off A.L.Lumley & LACs H.Pearce and W.Hanahan

Pilot F/Lt J.R.Sturm & LACs K.Bezveroff and C.Cohen. Appears to be the
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey uppersurface scheme.

Pilot F/Off J.E.Milne & LACs R.Green and C.Cohen

Pilot F/Off C.N.McLeod & LAC A.Murray and Sgt P.Carroll
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Pilot F/Lt L.A.Lemming & LACs K.Provis and D.Scott

unknown

R.C.Blacklock & LACs D.Scott and K.Provis
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Pilot F/Off J.E.Summerton & LACs T.Judd, C.John, A.Andrew and J.Foster

Pilot F/Sgt D.Warrell & LACs B.Walker and S.Connor

unknown

unknown

F/Lt L.S.Compton & LACs C.Smythe and L.Reynolds

Pilot F/Sgt W.F.Dyall & LACs B.Walker and S.Connor

Pilot F/Lt A.Glendinning & LACs W.Hillier and F.Bonnie. A/c is probably
ZP-Q (highly polished this one)

unknown

Pilot G.T.Marsh

All Photos on the preceding 3 pages taken at Sattler Aerodrome N.T on 28/10/44
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Pilot A.H.Morton & LACs J.Downing, V.Harris, C.Dixon and N.Prosper

Pilot F.L.Rouch & LACs N.Prosper and V.Harris

The 2 above taken at Sattler on 28/10/44

Another look at how the small Sharkmouth wraps under the nose

S/Ldr Bruce Watson's ZP-W A58-606, reputedly the first one painted in
the 'Grey Nurse' markings
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I started on the attached Hurricane IIa/b drawings
probably two years ago when the excellent Revell
kit in 1/72 scale was released. As these versions
have tended to be overlooked somewhat in the
aviation & modeling literature in favour of
the better known Mk.I and Mk.IIc variants, I
thought I would draw up some schemes that can
be used on the Revell kit which is probably the
best Hurricane in any scale available. It also has
the enormous advantage that it is cheap ($5-7
range depending on where you pick it up). However due to the long period of 20 months during
which there was no Club Magazine to publish
them in, I have only now got around to finalising
them.

20
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Research for this article turned up a couple of
little facts on the Hurricane II. First is that the initial production batches in the Z3000 and Z5000
series did not use the 'knuckle' type of tail wheel
fitting that is always associated with the Mk.II.
They retained the earlier straight type of leg as
used on the Mk.I (some early aircraft also had the
earlier exhausts not the flame dampener ejector
type). Also very few carry an actual aerial wire
from the mast to the fin as the later type of radios
used had an internal aerial inside the mast. Take
note of these points as most models and drawings
that you see in the modeling literature get it
wrong.

I will probably do another article on Night Flying
hurricanes in an issue not very far down the track
now that I have perfected the art of drawing Black
aircraft as I have a few very interesting schemes
that I would like to do.

See next page for the drawings

Steve Mackenzie

Hurricane IIb, 257 Sqn, FM-S, Z3890, 1941/2
Dark Green and Ocean Grey upper, Medium Sea Grey lowersurfaces. Sky
fuselage band, Spinner and Codes. Black Serials.

Hurricane NFIIb, 253 Sqn, SW-S, Z3971, Nov 1941
Overall Special Night (R.D.M.2) i.e Matt Black overall. Code letters and Serials are both in Medium Sea Grey.
Name carried on the nose is in White. Previous attempts to draw this aircraft elsewhere have shown the wrong style
code letters and a Red serial which is incorrect.

Hurricane IIa, 401 Sqn RCAF, YO-N, Z3658, Digby, Lincs July 1941
Dark Green and Ocean Grey upper, Medium Sea Grey lowersurfaces. Sky fuselage band, Spinner and Codes.
Black Serials. Note that the fuselage band does not fully encircle the lower fuselage.

Hurricane IIb, 134 Sqn, GO-31, Z5236, Vaenga, Russia Sep
Dark Green and Dark Earth upper, Sky lowersurfaces and Spinner, Black Serials. 'GO' codes in Medium Sea Grey with '31' in White. This machine has the early style exhausts.
All the above have the early Mk.I style of tail wheel strut.
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Hurricane IIb, 238 Sqn, KC-R, serial unknown, N.Africa, 1942
Dark Earth and Midstone upper, Sky Blue lowersurfaces. Spinner and Codes letters are White. Serial
unknown. This is the only one here with an external aerial wire.

Hurricane IIb, 402 Sqn RCAF, AE-K, BE417, Warmwell, Feb 1942
Dark Green and Ocean Grey upper, Medium Sea Grey lowersurfaces. Sky fuselage band, Spinner and Codes. Black
Serials. Note that the fuselage band does not fully encircle the lower fuselage. 250 lb bomb racks fitted under wings.

Hurricane IIb, 135 Sqn, C, BN163, Calcutta, Dec 1942
Dark Green and Dark Earth upper, Sky lowersurfaces. Spinner and Serial Black. Code letter
Medium Sea Grey. Paintwork quite worn and faded in photo.

Hurricane IIb, 185 Sqn, GL-P, Z2402, Hal Far, Malta, Aug 1941
Dark Earth and Midstone upper, Sky Blue lowersurfaces. Spinner and Serials Black (stencil style). Codes letters
in White. Early Mk.I style of tail wheel strut. Paintwork well faded and chipped.

22
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The Supermarine Spitfire, was probably the most
effective interceptor type of WWII (the Mustang
was a better escort fighter obviously but could
not match the Spitfire as a defensive fighter. It
has been said quite correctly that if the
RAF had been equipped with P-51s in the Battle
of Britain, they probably would have lost !!).
It was also able to take the battle over the continent but always suffered from a lack of
range when escorting bombers. The standard
Spitfire type in mid 1941 was the Mk.V but with
the introduction of the Focke Wulf Fw-190A, the
Spitfire had finally been outclassed.
The British Air Ministry was well aware that
this was likely to happen at sometime , and had
set out to update the Spitfire beyond the known
future capabilities of the Luftwaffe as early as
March 1940. The prototype Mk.III was built featuring a strengthened fuselage, Merlin Mk.XX
engine, retractable tailwheel, internal bullet proof
windscreen armour and a strengthened main undercarraige raked forward by 2". It had
originally been intended that this type go into
production (1200 were ordered in late 1940)
but the delays involved along with the advent of
the Me-109F meant that an interim solution of
fitting the Merlin Mk.45 engine (a modified Mk.
XX) into the Spitfire Mk.I/II airframe was produced instead.
The experimental Mk.III was further developed
by installing the new Merlin 61/63 series (which
added 100-200hp and an improved supercharger) driving a four-bladed Rotol propeller,
and integrating such refinements as a gyroscopic
gunsight, additional fuel tanks in the wing, symmetrical radiators and short span ailerons. The
new Spitfire was scheduled for production as the
Mk.VII (pressurised cockpit) and Mk.VIII
(unpressurised). Once again the Luftwaffe intervened in these plans by introducing the FW-190
which badly outclassed the Spitfire Mk.V and as
the Mk.VII/VIII was not going to be ready in
time, another interim type was needed. This was
Mk.IX which inherited the Merlin 61/63 series
engine, the four-bladed Rotol propeller, symmetrical radiators and internal bullet proof
windscreen armour. The remaining features of

the Mk.III were held over to the Mk.VII/VIII
and subsequent types such as the Griffon engined Mk.XIV.

ICM has created the Spitfire kit that modellers
have been waiting 40 years for. Ever since
Monogram released their horrible kit all those
years ago we have waited for the ultimate
1/48th Spitfire Mk.IX kit. Well this is it. The
box contains 144 parts on eight trees, some of
which are used for the other versions of the
Spitfire supported by these molds. Seven of the
trees are molded in light gray plastic, while the
eighth contains the clear parts. With the exception of a few parts, the kit is free of flash (the
kits that I have seen all have much less than
than that on the attached photos).
Moulding is exceptionally crisp, especially considering how fine some of the details like the
underwing bomb racks are. The kit is reasonably also free of ejector pin marks in visible locations with the exception of insides of the gun
bay doors and cowl covers, and even these will
probably be hidden during construction. The
only real flaw in the kit is some sink marks in
the fuselage around the cockpit and tail wheel
area and forward of the ailerons on the upper
wings. These were much more prevalent on
early release kits (apparently caused by a batch
of faulty polystyrene sold to ICM by some
enterprising German Supplier at a 'price too
good to be missed' ) and have to a large extent
now been eradicated. The same problem also
caused short shots in the wheels and prop
blades of most of the early kits. These problems
are nowhere near as bad as some of the horror
stories that were spread early in the year by
those modellers who were desperately awaiting
the release of the Hasegawa kit (boy were they
suckered !!! More on that later in the Hasegawa review).
The Merlin engine alone is a masterpiece of 29
parts! That number does not count include motor
mounts, oil tank or firewall. The cockpit is also
laden with details, comprised of 15 parts, plus a

positionable cockpit entry door. The wing gun
bays can be left open as well, complete with
guns and ammo feeds. One noticeable issue is
the void between the stock detailed Merlin and
the firewall. Since ICM have not replicated all of
the plumbing and wiring that run from the Mer-
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the Merlin through the firewall, it will be up to
the modeler to fill the void. The above only applies if you are planning on leaving the
cowl panels off with the engine in place in the .
However there is another problem in that if you
actually install the engine, it is very difficult to fit
the cowls due the fact they are overscale in
thickness and will not fit easily around the scale
engine. It is recommended that you leave the engine out, only fitting parts A21 and B25 to enable the prop to go on, if you intend to fit the
closed cowl panels on the model.
The kit contains a mind boggling array of options ! It must be remembered that the Spitfire
Mk.IX varied a lot over it's three year production
period and a lot of parts will be left over for the
spares box from this initial kit (see the article
in News and Views Vol.11/2-3 for a rundown on
the various technical aspects of the Mk.IX).
Also it should be pointed out that subsequent
boxings in general only had the parts applicable
to the version in the box. Included in this boxing
are:
• 'C' or 'E' wing selection, with the appropriate
gun bay bulges and armament. But note if doing an 'E' wing do not open up the underwing
ejection chutes for the outer .303 guns. Otherwise do so - This is not mentioned in the
instructions •
• Standard or LF clipped wings. The instructions
refer to parts E5 and E6 for the HF wingtips,
but these are not on the trees. They are included in the appropriate boxings however
(mainly the Mk.VII kit)
• Early or late mark rudder •

• Early or late mark horizontal stabs/elevators •
• Early or late mark 'chin' fairing under the Merlin - but the early type is not accurate, it is
moulded more like that of a Mk.V which is not
correct •
Open or closed canopy •

•
• Exposed, partially exposed or 'buttoned up' engine compartment •
Open or closed gun bays •

•
• Positionable ailerons but the elevators, rudder
(s) and flaps are moulded in place •

• Your choice of clean centerline, conformal ex-

• Mk.IX ZX-6 EN315 of Polish Fighting Team

ternal fuel tank, or centerline 500 lb bomb rack
w/bomb •
Your choice of clean underwing stations, underwing rockets (not used much on Mk.IXs), or
250lb underwing bombs

in Tunisia, flown by Sqn Ldr S.Skalski. Same
as option 1. Do not use the large Vokes air intake as all the drawings showing it on this machine are incorrect. None of the A/C Mk.IXs
used in Tunisia had the Vokes filter. Probably
5 hole wheel hubs.
LF.IX JE-J MK392 of 144 Wing, flown by Wg
Cdr J. Johnson. Vokes filter, 'E' wing armament with associated gun panel with narrow
cannon bulge in outer position, small rudder
and later elevators with large horn balance
(parts D3/4). 4 hole wheel hubs
LF.IX 5J-K ML214 of 126 Sqn, flown by Sqn
Ldr J. Plagis. Basically the same as option 3
(JE-J) except that it has 'C' wing armament

•

Some shortcomings are only one variation of
wheel hubs (the 4 holer sort) are included. The
alternative 5 holer hubs or the flat cover type
should have also been included as they were on
many machines. This is one area where the Hasegawa kit is better as they give you all the options.
Also there is only the 45 gallon conformal fuel
tank. The widely used 30 gallon conformal type
or the 50 gallon cylindrical tanks would have
been handy alternate options here.

The decal options in this release are as follows. I
will try to give some idea of what parts to use on
each one as the instructions are silent in this
regard. The other boxings of the kit only give you
one or two options.

• F.IX FY-F BS435 of 611 Sqn, flown by Sqn
Ldr H. Armstrong. This is an early production
A/C. As such use the large double bulge gun
bay panels (parts D14/15), the early air intake
under the nose, small rudder and early elevators
with small horn balance. 5 hole wheel hubs.

•

•

with associated gun panel with narrow cannon
bulge in inner position. Probably 4 hole wheel
hubs.
• HF.IX DU-N ML296 of 312 Sqn, flown by Flt
Lt O. Smik. Basically same as option 4 (5J-K).
5 hole wheel hubs. 50 gallon cylindrical drop
tank carried.
• LF.IX 'RAB' ML294 of 132 Wing, flown by
Wg Cdr R. Berg. Once again same as option 4
above. Clipped wingtips.
This is a very good kit apart from some minor
filling required by the sink marks. It is much
more accurate than the Hasegawa kit and is easily
recommended. The kit comes in many boxings
now, the ones so far released in addition to
the reviewed kit (48061) and available from NKR
Models (www.nkrmodels.com.au) at approx
A$25 ea are as follows:
48062
48063
48064
48065
48068
48069
48071
48073

RAF Spitfire Mk.VII
Israeli Spitfire LF Mk.9E
Avia S-89/Czech Spitfire Mk.9E
Spitfire Mk.VIII (USAAF)
Spitfire HF Mk.IXE (French A/F)
Spitfire Mk.XVI (Italian A/F)
RAF Spitfire Mk.XVI
Spitfire Mk.IXE Russian (Karpov)

 #5')#9#2+6(+4'-T '8+'9
Some people may consider that I am a bit harsh on
Hasegawa in the following review. This is not surprising as a person who has no real knowledge of
the Spitfire will look at the Hasegawa kit and go
oooh... And ahhh... At the lovely engraved panel
lines and think that this kit has to be the greatest
thing going. Unfortunately it takes much more
than a few panel lines (which incidentally are not
accurate as there are not gaps between the panels
on a real A/C) to make an accurate kit. Hasegawa
has fallen down badly as the kit is very inaccurate
and basically cannot be corrected no matter how
many expensive resin replacement parts you throw
at it !!!

There are a total of 131 parts on seven sprue trees:

24
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parts are marked, "Parts not for
use." in the instructions. This tells
us that Hasegawa will be issuing
Mk.IXs with different wings as well
as, probably a Mk.VII, a Mk.VIII
and a PRXI.

five contain 118 parts injection molded, with no
sink marks, in Hasegawa's standard medium gray
plastic, one has nine thin, crystal clear styrene
parts and another provides four vinyl collars (you
use one to retain the propeller). 22 of the kit's 131

Although the clear parts are thin
they may not be thin enough for the
hood to sit comfortably over the rear
deck if you chose to leave the hood
open. And you really should have
the hood open to show off the very
complete interior. It may be necessary to use a hood cut from a Squadron or Falcon
vac-formed part or, failing that, to vac-form your
own.
The engineering of the kit is also very conven-

tional: vertically split fuselage; one-piece lower
wing; two upper halves; one-piece tailplanes.
They captured the "gull" effect of the aft, underside, wing roots perfectly. The one-piece main
wheels/tires have separate brake drums and a
choice of three wheel hub faces (4 hole, 5 hole
and flat plate). A neat touch is that the cockpit
"floor" insert is curved to look like the belly skin
of the airplane, as the real article actually had no
floor as such.
Included in the box are:
• 'C' wing gun bay bulges and armament. Only
the later narrow style of gun panel bulges are
included along with both the 'C' and the later
shorter 'E' wing cannon barrels.
• Standard or LF clipped wing tips.

• Early or late mark rudder.
• Late mark horizontal stabs/elevators only.
• Vokes Aero-Vee 'chin' fairing under the Mer-

Unfortunately you cannot correct the short fuselage as the
missing length is distributed
throughout the entire area aft of
the cockpit. Although you can
buy a replacement spinner
(Ultracast among others make
them - a 'steal' at only A$18) this
still leaves you with one very
short machine. To compound
things apparently all this throws
out the position of the wing
which is too far back. The fuselage is also slim in fuselage
depth behind the cockpit. All this means
you CANNOT build an accurate model from
this kit.
all this is explained in greater
detail in Bruce Archers comparison of the
ICM, Hasegawa
and Occidental kits on
the Hyperscale site
(http://www.
clubhyper.com/reference/
spitfirecomparisonba_1.htm).

lin.

• Open canopy split into 3 pieces.
• Open or closed gun bays.
• Ailerons, elevators, rudder(s) and flaps are all
moulded in place.

• 2 x 250lb underwing bombs.
From the above you can see that you are basically restricted to a machine with narrow 'C'
wing bulges, Vokes filter and later style ailerons.
Some other shortcomings are the fact that there
is no 30 or 45 gallon conformal fuel drop
tanks or the 50 gallon cylindrical type. Another
error is those bumps on the upper wing
over where the wheel recess is. Sand them off as
they were only added postwar to allow the
use of larger diameter main wheels from concrete runways. They should not be on this kit.
All of the above pales into insignificance when
you realise that the fuselage from the spinner
back plate to the rudder post is 5.5 mm short.
That is almost 12" in 1/48th scale. To compound
the error Hasegawa then attempted to cover their
tracks by providing a grossly oversize spinner to
bring the overall length closer to what it should
be. This looks hideous and completely destroys
the character of the Mk.IX.

The decals are typically Hasegawa products
providing everything, including many small
stenciled notes, to complete two schemes detailed in the instructions. One for Mk.IXc
NH214, SZ-G is the machine of G/C Gabszewicz
commander of No. 131 (Polish) Wing. This
scheme is accurate despite what some people
have been trying to say on the Net. The other for
Mk.XVIe TB476 2I-O "Ladykiller" of No. 443
Squadron cannot be built from the kit as this machine had an 'E' wing (Oh Well one out of two
ain't bad I suppose) !!!!
Buy the ICM kit instead, especially as the Hasegawa is double the price, not counting the cost of
a replacement spinner !!!.
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As explained in the ICM Spit IX review the production Spitfire Mk.VIII was built featuring the
new Merlin 61/63 series engine driving a fourbladed Rotol propeller, a strengthened fuselage, a
retractable tailwheel and doors, short span ailerons, symmetrical radiators, wing leading edge
fuel tanks, internal bullet proof windscreen
armour and a strengthened main undercarraige
raked forward 2".
The new Spitfire was produced as the Mk.VII
( p r es s u ri s ed c oc k p i t ) a n d M k . VIII
(unpressurised). All had the 'C' wing arrangement

with narrow single gun blister and most Mk.
VIIIs were fitted with the Vokes Aero-Vee air
filter under the nose. Initial production Mk.VIIIs
were fitted with extended wing tips (as per the
Mk.VII) and the original small rudder. Later
types which are the only ones operated by RAAF
Sqns had normal span wings along with the later
extended rudder. All had the later elevators with
enlarged horn balances.

new wingtips to cater for the short span
ailerons. This means that an early Mk.VIII with
the long span wings cannot be built as the parts
are not in the box. They have also made an error
by supplying incorrect gun panels (more on that
below). The parts supplied include the following:

• 'C' wing with incorrect large double gun bay

•
The kit is obviously mostly the same as the Mk.
IX kit reviewed elsewhere but with the deletion
of those parts that ICM did not consider
applicable to the Mk.VIII and the addition of

bulges. As mentioned earlier ALL Mk.VIIIs
had the narrow style. You will have to acquire
replacements •
Late mark rudder and horizontal stabs/
elevators •
Open or closed canopies and gun bays•

•
• Exposed, partially exposed or 'buttoned up'
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engine compartment •

• New wingtips to fit around the ailerons which
you shorten the span of by trimming •

• The same underwing and fuselage stores as the
Mk.IX kit •
Same shortcomings are here in regard to the
wheel hubs and under fuselage drop tanks as the
Mk.IX kit. Also there is no indication of the position of the wing leading edge fuel tanks (see
drawings below).
Both of the decal options in this release are of
USAAF subjects as follows (obviously they had

their eye on the important USA market !!). No
RAAF options unfortunately although I do know
that there will be a later boxing featuring
Caldwell's markings. Ho hum not again, I would
rather see them do Bobby Gibbes' a/c with the
large sharkmouth 'Grey Nurse' markings. No
doubt other decal choices will be supplied by
enterprising Decal manufacturers.
1) HF.VIII HL-K of 31 FG flown by Capt L. Molland
2) HF.VIII CM-M of 31 FG flown by Lt.Col C.
McCorkle (Group Commander). Both machines
are in desert camouflage (Dark Earth and Midstone uppers, Azure Blue lower surfaces). HL-K
has yellow wing I.D stripes and although the
instructions show CM-M without them that is in
error as the photo of CM-M in the 31 FG
history clearly shows them. Good to see Mollands
a/c correctly depicted as HL-K as drawn in News
and Views years ago and not HL-X which it has
erroneously been drawn as umpteen times elsewhere.

This is a very good kit of the later Mk.VIII apart
from the incorrect gun bulges supplied. The other
thing that is missing is the wing fuel tanks that
were a feature of all the machines produced based
on the 2nd Generation Spitfire prototype Mk.III
(the Mk.VII, VIII, X, XI, XII (those built on VIII
airframes), XIV and XVIII all had them). See the
drawings below and if inclined scribe the position in (ignore the radiator which belongs to a
different version).
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g1&'.#-gEj #4.;k'8+'9
One of the most recent models from A-Model is a
kit of the early production Yakovlev Yak-1
fighter. This is of an early aircraft up to the 49th
production batch with the full rear glazed panel
behind the sliding canopy. It would also be possible to convert it to the later type with just 2 small
quarter windows behind the sliding portion by
masking off the windows and overpainting the
remainder of the rear glazed panel. Now all we
need is a model of the later Yak-1s with a bubble
canopy like that fitted to the Yak-9.

After seeing what a poor moulding the A-Model
kit of the Ka-28 is (see review elsewhere) it is a
relief to report that this model is nothing like that.
Although the sprues have the characteristic heavy
look of the typical short run kit, the actual attachment points of the parts are no heavier than the
average mainstream injection kit.
The kit is moulded in medium Grey with finely
engraved surface detail. There are 74 Grey parts
plus 4 clear. Wheel wells are boxed off and there
is a basic cockpit included (panel, seat, control
column and cockpit side walls). Alternative
wheeled and ski undercarriages are included.
Overall a good basic kit of this very important
type and much better than any alternative. Importantly it appears to be accurate in shape.
The decal sheet is illustrated at right. There are 2
alternatives included. The winter camouflaged

machine 'Red 34' is from 42 IAP and the model is
accurate for this one. The other machine 'White
50' flown by Col A.Golubov of 18 Gv.IAP
is not accurate for this model as the machine is
actually a Yak-7b as per the attached photo .
There one can identify the different square radiator housing and one piece undercarriage covers
of the Yak-7 type.
Recommended. Available for A$20 from NKR
Models (www.nkrmodels.com.au).
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